
Dead Pregnant Whale Found with 48 Pounds of Plastic in Stomach, April 2, 2019 
 

 

How do I show you this phone screen  

conjures more than mirror? It scries my face 

over a whale, breached like I breached,  

both of us turned around in the salt-murk 

between birth and death, our lungs burning.  

I was adopted, bottle-fed limp formula, the plastic  

nipple tossed once I was grown, thrown 

to the ocean and lodged in the belly 

of this whale. Everything I’ve held  

turned weapon against her, baby  

bottle to ballpoint pen. How could it add up  

to 48 pounds, as much as six well-fed infants, 

of plastic? Yesterday’s whale, pregnant, 

would never give birth even if she had 

lived. Her dead calf was rotting inside her, 

the plastic not rotting inside her  

as her mammal-flesh decays against  

wind-brittle sand. The lump 

and cut pushed against her womb, 

the empty that maybe she felt, too, 

sometimes, thinking about her own mother 

or what home means, slipping wetly 

from the hungry mouth of the Gulf  

where absence should be left for krill and water  

and salt. This story is a pattern, not a spell 

and there is no tide. The ilium, a clamshell,  

broken. The story breaking against the shore 

and again against the front page 

of my smartphone and yours. Look. 

The sun still blares against the surface, 

the silver-painted pen in my hand glinting 

like a fillet knife—can it save  

anything? It might be too late to dive in 

with our soft hands, to turn it  

around. I don’t know what to call upon  

and sometimes I want to give up.  

The problem is I was born 

to it, the water already warming 

to a briny murk. Before I knew it,  

my bones were white, my skin soft 

and the small trash can in the nursery full. 

The problem is I already have. 

 


